Nasalization as a Repair for Voiced Obstruent Codas in Noon
In the Noon language (Cangin: Senegal), voiced stops have nasal allophones in coda position This allophonic pattern can be seen as a repair for voiced obstruent codas, which are cross-linguistically marked  Why is this pattern noteworthy?  Why is it so rare in the world's languages?
The P-map Steriade (2008) proposes the P-map to solve the Too Many Solutions problem
The P-map is a principled way of ranking the constraints of a language such that repairs change the UR in the most perceptually minimal way  "The aim, in any departure from the UR, is to change it minimally to achieve compliance with the phonotactics." (154) As the voicing contrast is less perceptible in coda position than a nasality contrast, IDENT Sound changes required to yield each alternation: Devoicing: devoicing of coda obstruents Nasalization: ND > N in coda, ND > D in onset  The precursor for coda devoicing is much more common  Coda nasalization requires two sound changes rather than one  Unconditioned ND > D is found elsewhere, e.g. Kayan (Austronesian) dialects (Blust 2005: 259) , but is not common
The historical facts explain the rarity of the nasalization alternation  There may be other pathways to coda nasalization, but it cannot arise from a single common sound change
Conclusions
If we accept that sound change is phonetically natural  'Unnatural' alternations cannot arise from a single sound change  Broadly, the more perceptual distance in an alternation, the more sound changes must have occurred  The P-map is generally successful because it accounts for those alternations which result from a single sound change But series of sound changes do sometimes result in unnatural alternations which have no synchronic phonetic motivation (Stausland Johnsen 2012)
The test for the P-map: If such an unnatural alternation effectively repairs a marked structure, will a language tolerate it despite the availability of a more 'natural' repair?  Noon suggests that it will Any mechanism which limits the possible constraint rankings of a language must then allow for some degree of arbitrariness, and not rely entirely on perceived similarity effects Thanks to Larry Hyman, Nico Baier, and Christine Diop!
